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2020 Is Almost Over

Wow! Can you believe that is year is almost over? I think we all can

agree that Year 2020 has been quite the interesting year! I would like to

personally thank you for being a part of our journey.   Though we

contended with several uncontrollable situations this year, Love Is A

Parable has made great strides in providing several love-focused

https://loveisaparable.com/


opportunities that positively impacted the lives of our participants, while

shaping a practical path towards unity.

Thank you, so much for believing in us!
Whether through service or donation, your support has helped greatly!

Let’s take a moment to look at the results.

312600
Through our social media presence, at least 312600 lives have been

reached!  That is more than a quarter of a million people!

86
This year, we have presence is in 86 countries throughout the world!

Consultation Hours

83
Implicit Bias Training Hours

291.5
Advocacy Training Hours

120
Corporate Education Training

775.5

1270 Training and

Development Hours
 



With streamlining our perspective to focus on our approach and

methodology, LIAP has been more effective in achieving outcomes that

will aid in fruition of our vision "to see a world living in unity through

love." We are not providing multiple services; we are providing one

service that is multifaceted.

 

We are providing education with an end goal to help individuals obtain

personal fulfillment and establish meaningful interconnections

(relationships). We understand the value of relationships, relationship

with self, and with others. Simply put, we have an approach where

everyone brings something to the table while focusing on the things that

connect us.

 

Year 2021, we are looking to make an even a greater impact! We would

like to leverage technology to broaden our reach, continue to furnish

content that promotes greater self-awareness and intercultural fluency as

well as obtain a physical location for continuous education.

 

As you can see, we are committed to our mission. 

Would you support our cause?

Yes, I'd love to help

Our New Clients
 
Kim Person Music
Chosen 4 Capital
Just Trust Blush
Tondaleya Green Jackson
Angela McNeill
Level Up Academy
Nine Timez Production
Bayleaf Baptist
RREPS
Cassandra Mack
DG Enterprises
Melo Customs
Royal Reign Mas Band
Achieve Success Tutoring
Martha-Leone Tutorial Services
B Creative Entertainment
Praying SHEEO
Restoration Tabernacle of Praise Church

Our New Corporate Partners
 
NC 100
Oasis Church
Benedict College
SEM Wealth Management
Set and Service Resources
Umicore
Black Voters Matter
Ang H. Studios
Fayetteville Technical Community College

   

https://checkout.square.site/merchant/CEVVS2XTCZCMW/checkout/7746HJLDUD76CYQ6WI7NIEBC


Special Offerings

75% Off
Special offer for upcoming course

Development Video
Industry leaders provide success tips!
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